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Abstract.

The tilt angle of turbulent structures stands for the anisotropy of turbulence

which is essential for understanding the dynamics of magnetized plasmas. It is

a quantity predicted by theory and simulations, that provides information on the

interplay between turbulence, micro-instabilities and plasma flows. A new method

for measuring the tilt angle of turbulent structures in the core region of fusion plasmas

using Doppler reflectometry is presented. First measurements of this type on the

ASDEX Upgrade tokamak have shown a significant difference of tilt angle for different

plasma conditions. The dominance of sheared E×B flows in determining the structure

tilt is experimentally demonstrated for different turbulence regimes.

The dynamics of physical systems is frequently determined by turbulence. The

macroscopic behaviour of fluids and plasmas can be closely related to the microscopic

structures of turbulent fluctuations in density, temperature, and for plasmas, electric

potential. In most plasmas, transport of particles, momentum and energy is governed

by turbulence. Examples are found in astrophysics where turbulence is fundamental in

the explosion mechanism of core-collapse supernovae [1], and also in magnetic fusion

research where turbulence determines to a large extent the energy confinement time of

the plasma [2].

In a magnetized plasma, turbulence can be considered as two-dimensional due

to the high mobility of electrons and ions along the magnetic field. Therefore, in a

simple description, turbulent structures can be described by an elliptical shape with

characteristic size, elongation and tilt angle. This work addresses in particular the tilt

angle of turbulent structures in the core of a fusion plasma. This quantity specifies the

anisotropy of turbulence which is essential for the interaction with plasmas flows and

instabilities [3].
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Turbulence and E × B flows constitute a strongly coupled system [4]. A sheared

E × B flow can tilt and stretch turbulent structures. If the E × B shear is strong

enough, the structures are decorrelated leading to a reduction of the turbulence level [5].

At the same time, turbulence itself can generate E × B flows through the Reynolds

stress mechanism, which requires a systematic variation of the structure tilt. This is

the mechanism behind zonal flow generation [6], and residual stress contributions to

transport of toroidal momentum [7].

Instabilities driving turbulence are characterized by a global mode structure whose

symmetry is broken by the radial variation of plasma parameters [8]. The radial

direction is defined across the magnetic surfaces. A radial variation of the phase

velocity of the unstable modes induces a systematic tilt of the structures as shown

by analytical results from the linear ballooning theory [9] and simulations [8, 9, 10].

Moreover, different mode structures have been observed in gyrokinetic simulations of

ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) and trapped-electron (TEM) modes [8]. They are the

dominant micro-instabilities in the core of fusion plasmas at the ion scale i.e. with

perpendicular wavenumbers k⊥ in the range k⊥ρi ≈ 0.2–1 (ρi =
√
miTi/(eB) is the ion

Larmor radius). The perpendicular direction is defined tangential to magnetic surfaces

and perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Despite the importance of the tilt angle, its direct measurement in fusion plasmas

remains challenging. Measurements have been provided using gas puff imaging [11, 12],

Langmuir probes [13, 14], and beam emission spectroscopy [15, 16]. This letter

presents a new method to measure the tilt angle of turbulent structures using Doppler

reflectometry, which is a standard diagnostic technique based on the scattering of

microwaves at electron density fluctuations [17]. It has the advantage of being non-

invasive and applicable in the core of fusion plasmas where the best suited modelling

tools, e.g. gyrokinetic simulations [18], are available. The new method is applied on

discharges of the ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak for two parameter sets, and tilt angle

measurements in the core region are reported for the first time. From the comparison

of experimental measurements with simple models, the impact of mode structure and

E ×B shear on the tilt angle is assessed.

A low confinement plasma in lower single null magnetic configuration has been

investigated. The plasma current is 0.8 MA and the toroidal magnetic field on-axis

is 2.5 T. A neutral beam injection heating (NBI) power of 0.8 MW is applied during

the complete plasma discharge. After an initial phase with only NBI external heating,

1.5 MW electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) power is added. In the following,

the two phases are labelled as ”NBI phase” and ”ECRH phase”, respectively. The

different heating systems are used to vary the electron to ion heat flux ratio and are

intended to induce different turbulence regimes. In addition, short NBI blips are applied

for obtaining charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) measurements [19].

Figure 1 shows radial profiles of the main plasma parameters. The radial coordinate

ρpol is the normalized poloidal flux radius. The plasma density in (a) is obtained from

Thomson scattering [20] and lithium beam diagnostics [21]. The electron temperature
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Figure 1. Radial profiles for ECRH and NBI phases of (a) plasma density, (b) electron

temperature, (c) ion temperature and (d) plasma velocity. The E × B velocity is

obtained from CXRS measurements (solid line) and the turbulence velocity u⊥ from

Doppler reflectometry measurements (circles).

profiles in (b) are obtained from Thomson scattering and electron cyclotron emission

measurements [22]. The additional electron heating in the ECRH phase results in

a higher electron temperature. The ion temperature in (c) obtained from CXRS

measurements is rather similar for both phases. Nevertheless, the electron-ion collisional

heat transfer increases slightly the ion temperature in the ECRH phase. The E × B

drift velocity (uE×B) computed from CXRS measurements [19] is shown in Fig. 1d with

solid lines. In the ECRH phase the velocity is approximately constant at about 8 km/s,

whereas the NBI phase shows a strong shear as the velocity increases from about 5 km/s

at ρpol = 0.9 to 10 km/s at ρpol = 0.7.

The experimental technique used in this letter for investigating turbulence is

Doppler reflectometry (DR) [17]. A microwave beam is obliquely sent into the plasma

from an antenna located outside. The beam propagates in the plasma and is reflected

at the cutoff layer, where the refractive index is minimum and backscattering at density

fluctuations with k⊥ fulfilling the Bragg condition is strong. The backscattered wave

propagates back to the antenna where it is detected. The frequency of the backscattered

wave is Doppler shifted due to the perpendicular propagation velocity of the turbulent

structures u⊥ = uE×B + vph. It corresponds to the E ×B flow and an intrinsic phase
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Figure 2. (a) Doppler reflectometry measurement positions on the AUG cross-section.

(b) Enlargement showing the reference and hopping channel measurement positions in

detail. Turbulent structures are schematically depicted, along with their tilt angle and

propagation direction. (c) Time delay τ multiplied by u⊥ as a function of the radial

separation ∆r. The grey dashed line indicates u⊥τ for radially aligned structures,

hence the angle formed by the measurement and this line gives approximately the tilt

angle θ.

velocity vph in the plasma frame, which is characteristic of the type of turbulence. The

frequency Doppler shift fD provides a measurement of u⊥ = 2πfD/k⊥.

Radial correlation Doppler reflectometry [23, 24] uses two beams probing

simultaneously at radially displaced positions. The probing frequency of one beam

(referred to as reference channel) is fixed whereas the frequency of the other one (hopping

channel) is scanned. In the standard technique, the correlation level of the reflectometer

signals and its dependence on the radial separation ∆r are used for estimating the

turbulent radial correlation length [23, 24]. In this letter, the time delay τ obtained

from the correlation of the two reflectometer signals is used for measuring the tilt angle

of turbulent structures.

Doppler reflectometry measurements have been performed with two V-band

channels [25] coupled in X-mode polarization to the antenna system installed in

AUG [26]. For the reference channel, probing frequencies of 69.0, 70.5 and 72.0 GHz

(during 50 ms each) are used for three angles of incidence of the probing beam. The

scattering position and the probed perpendicular wavenumber k⊥ are obtained with the

ray tracing code TORBEAM [27] and using fits to the density profiles (solid lines in

Fig. 1a). The scattering positions are depicted with black squares on the AUG cross-

section in Fig. 2a. Closed and open magnetic surfaces are depicted with solid and dashed

grey lines, respectively. Measurements are in the radial range ρpol =0.70–0.84 and at

perpendicular wavenumbers k⊥ within 3–8 cm−1.
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Results of the turbulence propagation velocity are shown with circles in Fig. 1d.

Although Doppler reflectometry measurements show a similar behaviour as CXRS data,

there are systematic differences that suggest finite phase velocities vph with respect to

uE×B. In the NBI phase, a positive vph in the ion diamagnetic direction indicates ion-

driven turbulence, i.e. ITG. Contrarily in the ECRH phase, a negative vph in the electron

diamagnetic direction indicates electron-driven turbulence, i.e. TEM. The dispersion of

data may be a signature of a small variation of vph with k⊥.

For the correlation measurements, the hopping channel probes 10 frequencies (5 ms

each) in a 0.15 GHz range around the reference channel frequency. In the following,

the method to measure the tilt angle is presented for the case zoomed in Fig. 2b. The

measurement position of the reference and hopping channels are depicted with a square

and circles, respectively. Note that due to the oblique incidence of the probing beam,

the measurement positions are not aligned along the radial direction (dashed grey line),

but form an angle α with respect to it. The time delays τ have been obtained from

the time lag at the maximum of the cross-correlation function of reference and hopping

channel signals. τ values have been multiplied by u⊥ and plotted as function of the

radial separation in Fig. 2c. A linear dependence of u⊥τ on ∆r is observed. The dashed

lines are linear fits to the data.

The measured time delays indicate that turbulent structures are tilted as depicted

schematically in Fig. 2b. As the structures propagate downwards, they are ”seen” first

by the hopping channel for ∆r < 0 and later by the reference one, obtaining a negative

time delay. Complementary, for ∆r > 0 the time delay is positive. The larger slope

obtained in the NBI phase implies a stronger structure tilt than in the ECRH phase.

In contrast, if structures are aligned with the measurement positions, a zero time delay

is obtained as structures are simultaneously seen by reference and hopping channels.

Figure 2c has been rotated accordingly.

Moreover, if structures are radially aligned, the grey dashed line is to be obtained

in Fig. 2c because of the misalignment of the measurement positions by an angle α.

Consequently, the tilt angle of the turbulent structures θ, defined with respect to the

radial direction, can be approximated by the angle formed by the measurements and the

grey dashed line as indicated in Fig. 2c. This representation is intuitive and shows the

principle of the measurement method. A more careful analysis of the geometry allows

to calculate accurately the tilt angle from
u⊥τ

∆r
= tan θ − tanα. (1)

Note that u⊥τ/∆r corresponds to the slope of the linear fits in Fig. 2c.

The values of u⊥τ/∆r obtained from all reference positions are shown as a function

of the angle α in Fig. 3. For each phase, data are satisfactorily fitted with Eq. 1 and

with a constant tilt angle (solid line). The tilt angles obtained from the fit are

θECRH = (18± 7)◦, θNBI = (44± 6)◦. (2)

Schematic structures with the corresponding tilt have been depicted in Fig. 2b.
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Figure 3. u⊥τ/∆r values obtained from all reference positions as a function of the

angle α. The solid lines depict the fit with Eq. 1 from which the average tilt angle is

obtained.
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Figure 4. (a) Linear growth rate and (b) phase velocity obtained with GKW

simulations. (c) E ×B (dashed lines) and phase velocity (circles) shear. (d) Magnetic

shear ŝ. (e) Tilt angle estimated with Eq. 3 (stars) and experimental measurements

(solid line).
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The significant difference between the tilt angle obtained for both phases proves that

the method is applicable and that it provides results sensitive to plasma parameters.

Further details on the method, its applicability to general experimental conditions,

diagnostic effects related to the structure life time and finite scattering volume, will

be presented in a future publication [28]. In the rest of this letter, the experimental

measurements are compared with results from linear ballooning theory [10] in order to

obtain a first estimate of the physical mechanisms which could potentially explain the

observed differences in tilt angle. In this framework, the tilt angle is estimated by [10]

θ ≈ −sign[ŝ(∂rvph + ∂ruE×B)]

∣∣∣∣∣∂rvph + ∂ruE×B
2γŝ

∣∣∣∣∣
1/3

, (3)

where ∂r denotes the radial derivative, γ the growth rate of the instability and ŝ the

magnetic shear. The effect of the instability mode structure is included through the

shear of the mode velocity ∂rvph, and the effect of the E × B shear through ∂ruE×B.

The addition of both terms in the numerator indicates the competition of both physical

mechanisms in the determination of the tilt angle.

In order to obtain the linear growth rate and phase velocities, the two plasma

phases have been investigated with linear local gyrokinetic simulations using the code

GKW [29]. The experimental density and temperature profiles have been used as

an input for the code. A linear stability analysis has been performed in the radial

range of interest for the perpendicular wavenumber k⊥ ≈ 3.5 cm−1 consistent with

the experimental measurements and corresponding to the ion scale (k⊥ρi ≈ 0.7). The

growth rates and phase velocities are presented in Figs. 4a and b. The phase velocity

points in the ion and electron diamagnetic directions for the NBI and ECRH phases,

respectively. This confirms ITG and TEM dominated turbulence regimes, in agreement

with the experimental indication of phase velocity in Fig. 1d.

The velocity shear in Fig. 4c is obtained from GKW data (∂rvph) and from CXRS

measurements (∂ruE×B). The E × B shear is larger than the phase velocity shear in

both cases, indicating that E × B shear is the dominant effect. In the NBI phase, a

factor of 10 suggests that the tilt angle is determined by E×B shear only. In the ECRH

phase, although the E × B shear dominates, the mode structure could still contribute

weakly to the tilt angle.

The magnetic shear ŝ plays also a role in determining the tilt angle as evidenced by

Eq. 3. Magnetic shear profiles obtained from equilibrium reconstruction are shown in

Fig. 4d for both phases. Since there is no significant difference, magnetic shear cannot

account for the tilt angle change between both phases.

For the estimation of the tilt angle from Eq. 3, the maximum γ value in the radial

scan corresponding to the most unstable mode has been taken for each phase. The

results are shown in Fig. 4e (stars), together with the experimental measurements (cf.

Eq. 2). The linear estimate recovers qualitatively the stronger tilt for the NBI phase,

moreover the values for the ECRH phase are within the experimental errorbars. Since

Eq. 3 gives just an estimate for the linear case, an exact quantitative agreement is not
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expected. Nevertheless, the similarity of the magnitudes indicate that for the plasmas

under investigation, the tilt angle is predominantly induced by the E ×B shear.

For future studies, a better assessment of the mode structures can be achieved with

global simulations [9, 10, 8]. Moreover the competition of both effects, mode structure

and E×B shear, as well as non-linear interactions can be self-consistently treated with

more advanced tools as non-linear global gyrokinetic simulations. It is possible that for

scenarios with low E × B shear, the tilt angle measurement might provide a signature

of the dominant turbulence regime.

In this letter, a novel measurement method of the tilt angle of turbulent structures

has been proposed, and measurements in the core of the ASDEX Upgrade Tokamak have

been presented for the first time. The comparison of the experimental measurements

with simple models has demonstrated the dominant effect of sheared E×B flows on the

structure tilt for ITG and TEM dominated turbulence. In the future, the systematic

application of this technique can provide radially and temporally resolved measurements,

with a few mm resolution and in the kHz range. This will enable a wealth of turbulence

studies, for example of the local Reynolds stress and zonal flows, both fundamental

elements for understanding the interactions of turbulence in plasmas.
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